Dean Moore Halts Council Meeting
Where ASU Delegates Were to Talk;
Body CensureS Dean for Decision

Student Council Passes Resolution Disapproving Dean's Action

Extra, Flash, Special
Extra, Flash-Correction

The "Commercial Teacher"
9 "wishes to bring to the atten-
tion of its readers an error in
the last issue. In the spelling
section of the Typewriting and
the "Type" Teacher had been
spelled. Column 1, three words
from the bottom.

New Job Bureau
Is Planned Here

An employment bureau com-
mended by the students council and
composed of Frank
Simkovsky and Victor Kritzer,
has proposed that The School
of Business establish an efficient
employment bureau, one
that could find jobs for students and
graduates. The committee has suggested
that:
1. A record of Higher Edu-
ication set aside a sum of money
to establish an active and effi-
cient employment bureau for
the School of Business exclusively.
2. An employment agent be
appointed whose duties would be
to supervise the management of such
bureau.

Dean Moore's sentiments to-
ward the plan are favorable.
The committee has formulated a
resolution to the effect that
the School of Business set aside a definite sum of
money for the establishment of an
active and efficient employment bureau under the supervision
of an expert in employment at
the body of the Student Union.
Dean Moore, at the instance
of the main center Student Council conducted a
meeting before an assemblage
of the student body in the
Great Hall to hear reports of the
council delegates to the
American Student Union, at
which Dean Morton D. Gott-
spoke, and
Whereas the Commerce Center, Dean Justin H. Moore
refused to allow the Student
Council to meet, and
that the meeting was not one of the so-
cial or cultural nature,
the purpose of the "U" book is to
encourage students to meet and
stimulate their extra-curricular and social
activities, and to correspond
with a corresponding increase in attendance at soc-
ial functions.

The "U" Books to Sell
Again for $.25

Senior Night Features Flapper Five
Playing A Faculty or Senior Quinet...
Fewer Frosh Squeeze Thru Beneath Gate

Food Your Face at STEWART'S CAFE
Across the Street at 111 East 32nd Street
Students Should Purge Their Ranks of Communists

The American Student Union, which was recently brought into being at Columbus, Ohio, has absorbed into its bosom all that is poisonous in American college life and rejected almost everything that is 'liberal'. It is the fundamental American error that 'liberal' is the doctrine of individual liberty and aggressive, dynamic Americanism.

The resolution condemning the ROTC strikes directly at our national defenses.

The four hundred and fifty delegates to the convention for the purpose of expelling its three presidents, claim that they were all their liberties to protest openly against what they do not personally believe in the ROTC. They were trained with the colors that have died for those colors.

Their endorsement of the 'Oxford oath', in which they pledged themselves not to come to the defense of the United States even if we are attacked, is not only a foolish gesture on the part of these earnest but deluded young men, but is a shameful gesture from any human being who is not physically or mentally incapacitated.

But there was no resolution that condemned the aggressive and braggart attitude of the American Student Union. The convention was controlled by two thirds of its delegates.

Clear proof of the Communist origin and activities of the American Student Union is the endorsement of the Union in a spread editorial in the Daily Worker, published by the American Communist Organization.

The American Student Union is the embodiment of the Union in a student chapter of that organization.

The editorial ends with this:

"The achievement of student unity shows that the unification of any such movement can only be accomplished after and through the unity of the leading fighters.

"What significance this has at a time when the Communists are banding every effort to establish a firm, fighting united front with their Socialists, the comrades on every issue, small and large, which affects the American worker and farmer!

"The great victory of the Socialists, Communist and other progressive students should be an inspiration for a working class unified front and unity!"
EXAMS are here AGAIN

It seems that no matter how hard you study from the textbook, the facts slip your mind when it comes to answer questions in writing. . . . There's nothing surprising about this natural phenomenon. Most texts contain masses of detail which are never called for on the exam. COLLEGE OUTLINES eliminate this extraneous matter and give you in clear, easy-to-remember style, the real facts—and nothing but the FACTS!

Get your Outlines NOW and face those exams with steady nerves and justifiable self-confidence

NEW TITLES
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| History of Europe, 1500-1914 | First Year College, Geology |
| History of Europe, 1815-1914 | Principles of Economics |
| American Government | History of Middle Ages |
| First Year College Chemistry | Outlines of Shakespeare's Plays |
| Ancient, Medieval and Modern History | Educational Psychology |
| United States (to 1865) | Statistical Methods |
| History of Education | History of World Since 1914 |
| History of England | General Biology |
| | General Forestry |
| | First Year College Physics |
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